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By Robert Ehrig 

This week we got refilled with Sole Gourmet BBQ items. 

We are also sitting pretty good on BBQ products.  So if your reshaping your back yard 

and want some nice BBQ equipment to build in, we are the place. 

I am also showing some items we still have from the last Viking shipment. 

We are due more next week too… (heads up) 

That is all I know at this time, but I do have a list. So reserve your today. 

 

If you buy the Viking Tuscany range and hood this week, I’ll give you the dishwasher. 

 

Thanks for accepting my newsletter,     

Robert Ehrig 



 



Viking Professional 

Wall Ovens 

 

 30” Double  VEDO1305SS 

$  3599.99 

And  

30” Single   VESO5302SS 

$  2699.99 



Viking Professional 30” Range Top with 4 big burners 

VGRT5304BSS     for     $ 1899.99 



Viking 

 

42” Fridge 

$ 5999.99 

 

30” Wine 

$ 5499.99 

 

Both  

showroom 

models 



Viking 

This free standing Viking fridge is available 

RVRF336SS 

$ 1899.99 

 

And we have a few of these  

Warming Drawers 

VEWD530SS    $   1099.99 



 

Gaggenau 36” Cooktop with all brass burners 

Simply a beautiful cooktop 

VG295-214-CA 

$ 1599.99 



DCS  48” Gas Range with 5 burners and 18” griddle 

RGV485GD    for     $5599.99 



 

Lynx 

Smart Grill 

 

This baby hooks up to your phone to keep 

track of cooking times, and set tempera-

tures and help you thru that complicated 

process of outdoor BBQ’ing. 

LOL 

NO, but really, this grill talks to you! 

 

Be the first on your block with this baby. 

 

SMART36F   for only   $ 5299.99 



Or how about this gem...an Alfresco gas driven Pizza Oven 

Little French doors open up to a gas heated pizza stone with natural convection. 

Model #  ALFPZA   for   Only  $ 3499.99 



One of the most sought after items we get and we now have one. 

Lynx professional 48” NG heater for wall mount 

LHEM48NG   for   $ 1299.99 



Lynx   Outdoor Fridge Drawers 

L24DWR   for    $ 2399.99 



Lynx  Outdoor Fridge and Ice Maker 

$  1899.99   and   $ 2299.99 respectively 



Sedona by Lynx   42” refurbished BBQ grill head with searing and rotisserie 

L700PSR    for    $ 2199.99 



Sedona by Lynx  36” refurbished BBQ grill head with searing 

L600PS    for    $ 1999.99 



Lynx Professional 42” refurbished BBQ grill head with sear and rotisserie 

L42PSR    for    $ 3899.99 



Lynx Professional 30” refurbished BBQ grill head with rotisserie and all grilling area 

L30R   for    $ 1999.99 



DCS  30” refurbished grill head 

$ 1599.99 



DCS  48” overall BBQ grill head with 36” grill and side burner. Rotisserie and smoker 

BGC48BQR   for    $ 3499.99 



Fisher Paykel 

30” 

Double Ovens 

 

Only 

$ 2499.99 



Viking Professional 24” under counter Wine Fridge 

$  1899.99 



An assortment of other under counter fridges and ice makers. 

Ice Maker, beverage center, wine, etc... 


